
Our apps create a “wow” factor for products and services that are empowering, effective, and  
interactive. They illustrate complex concepts clearly, modernize and elevate brand perceptions and  
capture data on the spot. With both marketing and training, we guide clients through all aspects of an 
apps journey; starting with articulating goals, developing content, and ultimately creating road maps for 
future iterations. People Productions ensures companies tell the right story, setting key metrics from 
the beginning, measuring ROI along the way, and navigating companies toward success each  
step of the way.

OUR APPS CREATE WORLD-CLASS SALES EXPERIENCES

WE WORK WITH A LOT OF GREAT COMPANIES...



 
APPS COME IN MANY FLAVORS

Mobile AppsMobile Apps  
On the goOn the go

3D Product Spinners3D Product Spinners
See all the anglesSee all the angles

Interactive  Interactive  
BrochuresBrochures  
Dive  Dive  
into your  into your  
productproduct

ROI CalculatorsROI Calculators
Quantify and  Quantify and  
persuadepersuade

Quote BuildersQuote Builders
Justify the costJustify the cost

Web Based  Web Based  
Key MessagingKey Messaging    
Stay on brandStay on brand

Training for  Training for  
Consistency Consistency 
Inform  Inform  
with a  with a  
playbook  playbook  

Interactive TrainingInteractive Training
Engages the repEngages the rep

Training Launch BooksTraining Launch Books  
Inform your repsInform your reps

You don’t need to know the solution... 
Just bring us your business problem, and let us use  

our expertise to create the right app for you.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vjHC3u9u7r8&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dosfE-QdQyg&feature=youtu.be


2) Define

3) Design

4) Develop
5) Deploy

1) Discover

OUR PROVEN PROCESS 

6) Cultivate

Our steps  
to get your app  
to take flight.

One of the things we love most is making complex stories and technologies  
easier to understand. We collaborate closely on projects and guide you through 

our insightful 6-step process to create an awesome new app that meets your  
business’ unique and specific needs in powerful and engaging new ways.



 
DISCOVER & DEFINE

We listen to understand you and your customers’ objectives, We want to know what 
success looks like for you and collaborate to find the right path. Often, this starts with 
an interview with key team members and other key stakeholders. We’ll uncover what 
their challenges are, what tools they’re struggling with, and what they want in the 
perfect sales tool.

DISCOVER WHAT’S POSSIBLE TOGETHER 

We’ll create a content map and structure the user experience with wireframes to 
outline the requirements established in discovery. In this phase, we refine storyboards 
and create tangible milestones around project goals, ensuring a realistic timeline.

DEFINE BOUNDARIES AND GOALS FOR SUCCESS
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DESIGN & DEVELOP

Good design is a marriage of smart user interface and clear usability that comes  
together to excite and simplify your audience’s experience. Adhering to brand  
guidelines, we create a persuasive and memorable journey for users. We’ll tell a  
visual story that articulates the message in an intuitive way and also provides the 
WOW that every customer expects and deserves.. 

DESIGN FOR THE HUMAN EXPERIENCE 

Interactive apps allow you to engage, inspire and interact with your customers,  
tracking their interactions and collecting valuable business information. Our  
development phase is where we build your engine, tightening the nuts and bolts, 
and adding critical components like databases, We create the code that provides the 
brains behind your tool. From search functions and shopping carts, to custom content 
management systems, we empower your users and accentuate your story. 

DEVELOP & INTEGRATE PURPOSEFULLY



 
DEPLOY & CULTIVATE

Your application has been thoroughly tested and the day is finally here! We’ll go 
far beyond a simple release by assisting in submitting your app to the app store, or 
loading into your sales enablement platform. Also, we can create other marketing or 
training materials to ensure you get the engagement you want. We can provide in-
app feedback channels to ensure you’re tracking users and measuring your success. 

DEPLOY: EMBARK ON A NEW BEGINNING

After launch, we always sit down as a team and evaluate a project’s successes and 
any lessons learned along the way. At this stage, we revisit your marketing strategy 
and analyze the initial metrics against your project goals.  
We follow through to ensure you are aligned with  
potential outcomes and identify any new project angles. 

CULTIVATE: LEARNING FROM THE PROCESS



Whatever your challenge, we want to know all about it—inside and 
out. An in-depth understanding sets the stage for us to develop 
a communications strategy and messaging. Then, we design the 
campaign to make a real impact and reach your goals through a 
variety of strategic tactics.

 
WE HELP WITH FULL CAMPAIGNS

RESEARCH
& STRATEGY

CONTENT
CREATION

SALES 
ENABLEMENT

Taking the lessons we’ve learned in our research, we’ll create 
the right tools for the right setting. Our talented in-house team of 
producers, directors, videographers, editors, copywriters, design-
ers, presentation specialists, and developers team up to bring your 
story to life.

Now it’s time to connect your amazing content to your target  
audience. We help ensure your marketing message reaches the 
right audience in the right way. Working closely with you, we  
determine the best way to make the biggest possible impact, 
whether it be microsites, webinars, tradeshows or sales enablement 
apps that connect to your CRM. 

SHORTENING YOUR 
SALES FUNNEL

Learning 
Tools

Print Materials

Photography Data 
Analysis Website  

Development

Animation & 
Video

YOUR CUSTOMER

Webinars


